
Wrestler  of  the  Day  –
September 26: Stevie Richards
Today is the clueless putz himself Steven Richards.

Richards started in ECW in 1992, even having the first match at the ECW
Arena. We’ll pick things up in the same promotion (well the same letters
at least) on February 4, 1995 at Double Tables.

Stevie Richards vs. Tommy Dreamer

Richards is Raven’s main lackey and helping in the war with Dreamer. They
shove each other up against the ropes to start with Richards cowering
like you would expect him to. To the floor now with Richards nailing him
in the face and taking Dreamer’s shirt. Back in and Dreamer hammers away
before planting Richards with a swinging neckbreaker.

Richards is tossed back to the floor and whipped into the barricade as
this is getting violent. Back inside with a low blow to Stevie with a
frying pan but Stevie pops back up with a backdrop. The DDT catches
Richards out of nowhere but Raven grabs Dreamer. Stevie gets back up for
a superkick and Tommy is in trouble. Another superkick is blocked with a
low blow and Dreamer grabs the rollup pin.

Rating: D. Richards wasn’t much to see in the ring and that was very
apparent here. The match wasn’t any good and was just there for Raven to
interfere. The perk of a feud like Dreamer and Raven is they could have a
bunch of matches with other guys to keep their big showdowns fresh.

We’re going to look at what is considered ECW’s best match by a variety
of reviewers. This is from Gangstas’ Paradise and it’s double dog collar,
2/3 falls.

Tag Team Titles: Pitbulls vs. Raven/Stevie Richards

The Pitbulls are challenging and they’re done if they lose. There’s no
Richards in sight to start so Raven looks to be going it alone. Beaulah
says Richards broke his arm last night so we should make this 2/3 falls.
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The Pitbulls agree and Raven ties himself up to #2. The brawl is on and
#2 starts choking Raven over the ropes as #1 runs to the back. A chair to
the head has Raven in even more trouble as #1 drags Richards (with both
arms looking fine) out with the collar attaching them.

Richards gets beaten up with a chair as Raven piledrives #2 through the
table for a fast pin. The second fall begins with #1 taking a double DDT
for two as #2 makes the save. Another table is brought in as #1 beats on
Richards even more. With Raven down, a Super Bomb through the table is
enough to tie things up as we get down to the real stuff with the third
fall.

We take a quick break to look at both falls and come back to see Richards
a bloody mess. #1 takes Richards into the crowd where Richards nails him
with a chair. Raven and #2 fight in the aisle until #2 sends in another
table. The referee goes down (like it matters) and here are the Dudleys
(Dances With Dudley and Dudley Dudley) to beat up the Pitbulls. The
champions hit Super Bombs but the Pitbulls pop right back up. A double
DDT takes down all four villains and both Dudleys take Super Bombs of
their own.

We get another table brought in but #2 leaves a Super Bomb on Raven
short, driving the back of his head into the edge of the table. The
referee wakes up and counts a VERY slow two so Raven busts out some ether
to knock out #2 (Joey: “TAKE THAT CRAP TO SMOKY MOUNTAIN!” Yes it was a
jab at Cornette’s booking.).

Raven sends #2 through two tables but is too spent to follow up. #2 is
taken to the back as Richards gets crotched on the top and suplexed
through a table. An unhooked Raven comes in for the save as Francine
comes in to go after Richards and gets in a catfight with Beaulah, only
to have Raven DDT her down. This brings out Dreamer to chain himself to
Raven and lay him out with a DDT….and the pin?

We’re still not done yet though as heel referee Bill Alfonso (heel
because he follows the rules) comes out to reverse the decision. Since
Dreamer wasn’t in the match, the pin doesn’t count so he still hasn’t
officially  beaten  Raven  and  the  match  continues.  This  brings  out



Commissioner Tod Gordon to yell at Alfonso but Bill nails him in the
face.

Big Dick Dudley is here to chokeslam Dreamer, which Alfonso has to unban
as Alfonso had made it illegal to protect himself from the chokeslamming
machine 911 who had been wanting to chokeslam Alfonso for months. This
immediately brings out 911 to plant Alfonso with a chokeslam for a
standing ovation. The Pitbulls get back in to Super Bomb Raven for the
pin and the titles.

Rating: B. It’s a good brawl, but the impressive part is all the
intricate booking coming together to make the whole thing work. They were
juggling about five stories at once here and everything was hitting to
perfection. It’s not a masterpiece due to the match itself being nothing
great, but the storytelling was really good.

Here’s a quick match at November to Remember 1995.

El Puerto Ricano vs. Stevie Richards

Richards is a goofy putz (Joey’s words) here and is Raven’s (top heel
here) lackey. Richards gets a gift from the unnamed Blue Meanie who comes
over the guardrail with a shirt that says Blue Meanie. The gift is a
Flock of Seagulls half shirt. The non Clueless Putz (never did anything
of note) jumps Richards and we’re off.

Ricano hits a missile dropkick and dives on Meanie to take care of him.
He goes up too many times though and Richards slams him down to take
over. Flock of Seagulls dude hits a powerbomb and the other guy (you type
Ricano over and over again) is in trouble. He gets draped over the top
and  takes  another  Stevie  Bomb.  Blue  Meanie  comes  in  and  misses  a
moonsault. Richards hits a superkick to end this. More or less just a
squash.

We’ll jump ahead to House Party 1996 for a match with a hardcore legend.

Sabu vs. Stevie Richards

Richards slips getting into the ring and falls on his face. He also has a
bad arm coming into this. Richards runs to start and throws in a chair.



Yeah, throw a chair to Sabu. Joey agrees with me, saying that it’s like
handing a chainsaw to Leatherface. Sabu has enough of the standing around
so he hits a suicide dive to take over. Back inside and Sabu hooks a
chinlock but Stevie powerbombs him out of the corner to take over.

Sabu will have none of that and comes back with a slingshot flipping
legdrop. Off to an armbar of all things but it only lasts a few seconds.
Richards is placed on the top rope and with the help of a chair, Sabu
“hits” Air Sabu to knock him to the floor. Sabu slams him to the floor
and both guys are down. Richards gets sent into the railing and Sabu sets
up a table. Blue Meanie saves Stevie and we head back inside.

Sabu gets caught in an electric chair position but he rolls Richards over
the top and out to the floor. This show needs to hurry up and end because
it’s REALLY dragging badly now. Richards head fakes Sabu and the crazy
one goes through the table. That would be the crazy one Sabu in case you
were confused. Meanie gets in a kick on Sabu and they head inside again.
Stevie drops a top rope punch for two as we see that he’s not the best on
offense.

A Frankensteiner gets two for Sabu and both guys are spent. Richards is
sent to the floor and Sabu finally dives over the top with a slingshot
rana onto Meanie. Richards gets a horribly botched one of his own from
Sabu and the guy in the bright yellow pants takes over again. Richards is
placed on a table but Meanie makes the save.

Paul E of all people comes out to beat up Meanie and Sabu hits a dive
through Richards through the table. Back inside and that only gets two as
this match just keeps going. Richards rolls him up for two and hits the
Stevie Kick for another two. A Sabu DDT gets the same and it’s chair time
again. Sabu goes up and hits the Atomic Arabian Facebuster (flip leg drop
with the chair) to get a pretty anti-climactic pin.

Rating: C-. This just kept going and going and it was only decent to
begin with. Sabu would be pushed much harder over the next few months as
he would feud with Taz while Richards would somehow get into the world
title #1 contenders match at Barely Legal. This wasn’t awful but it
dragged a lot which really hurt it.



Another match with another hardcore guy from Cyberslam 1997.

Balls Mahoney vs. Stevie Richards

Mahoney likes leather it seems. Uh…yeah. Use your imagination
here people. It’s BWO Stevie here. A little trivia here is
that Rob Feinstein, as in the RF in RF Video and a former
owner of ROH is playing the Syxx (X-Pac) parody of 7-11 here.
Balls has short hair here. He must trim them. The fans aren’t
sure who they like here but it seems to be Stevie. I think the
BWO is face here but it’s kind of hard to tell in the ECW
Arena.

Stevie uses speed to take over, likely just offering Balls
some to get him down. Off to an armbar now as the arena
flashes his chest to the fans. Oh dear. Fujiwara Armbar now by
Stevie (named after Mr. Fuji if you’ve been curious as to that
for some odd reason). Balls pounds away for a bit and then
it’s right back to Stevie’s armbar. Ten punches in the corner
and then Stevie climbs the ropes backwards and rubs his tiguts
in Balls’ face. So he wants Balls around his….never mind.

Another clothesline by Balls gets two. Balls has next to no
offense  outside  of  clotheslines  and  punches.  He  tries  a
spinwheel kick with Richards on the apron and yet he hits the
floor before Richards. As in like 5 seconds before Richards.
Stevie chills on the floor for a minute or so until Balls
drags him back in. Middle rope elbow has Stevie in trouble.

This is boring if you couldn’t tell as we’re at about 8:30 so
far. Yes, these two get eight and a half minutes. Balls gets a
modified  atomic  drop  (more  like  an  elevated  punch  to  the
balls, thereby making Stevie’s voice elevated) and makes fun
of the BWO. Top rope leg drop misses and it’s a Stunner by
Stevie to give him control for all of half a second. Powerbomb
and a superkick miss so Stevie kicks him in the balls and then
the chin to end this.

Rating: D-. See, this is where the problems came from for ECW.



In short, the matches aren’t that good. The characters are ok
and the stories are more developed, but at the end of the day
the wrestling just wasn’t there for the most part. They had
some good talent, but a lot of the time it was a guy that
punched a lot and had a finisher and that’s about it. They
knew no basic stuff and it was glaringly obvious at times.
Also, this getting nearly 13 minutes is a bit much.

Richards would start up the BWO and jump up the card, somehow getting
into a #1 contenders match at Barely Legal.

Stevie Richards vs. Sandman vs. Terry Funk

This is under elimination rules and the winner gets Raven later in the
night for the World Title. Richards is the leader of the BWO but he’s
starting to be taken a bit more seriously as a main event guy. He used to
be Raven’s lackey but has now struck out on his own. Sandman, known for
drinking and smoking on the way to the ring, busts himself open with a
beer can on the way to the ring. He and Raven have a long history as well
so he would make sense as a challenger too. Funk is the grizzled veteran
looking for one more hurrah and is taking Dreamer’s place tonight as
Dreamer wanted his mentor to get the title.

Sandman downs another beer and spits it in Stevie’s face while still
holding his Singapore cane. All three guys circle each other until Terry
and Richards lock up. Sandman breaks it up and chops Stevie in the
corner, only to get in a fight with Funk. An early spinning toehold is
broken up by Richards and Terry takes a bunch of elbow drops from both
guys. Sandman and Richards get into it so Terry hits four straight
neckbreakers on Stevie for two.

With no real provocation, Sandman throws in a ladder which blasts Funk in
the back of the head. He suplexes the ladder down onto Richards and hits
Terry in the head again for two. Terry and Sandman climb the ladder in
the corner but Funk moonsaults down onto a standing Stevie instead. Still
on the ropes, Sandman picks up the ladder and drops it down onto
Richards’ back for two.

Stevie superkicks the ladder into Sandman’s face for two before both of



them climb the ladder for no apparent reason. Funk falls into them to
knock everything over and all three guys are down. With Stevie down,
Sandman and Terry take turns ramming each other face first into the
ladder. Richards gets back up and catapults the ladder into the others’
faces and everyone is down again. The Stevie Kick nails Sandman for two
and Terry takes one for the same.

Sandman throws both of them plus the ladder out to the floor and dives
over the top, knocking the ladder into Richards’ face. Back in and Terry
suplexes Stevie but Sandman throws in a trashcan, nailing Terry square in
the head. Funk doesn’t seem to mind and even helps Sandman with a spike
piledriver on Stevie. Sandman crushes him under the ladder but Terry can
only get two.

Terry nails Sandman in the face with the ladder to send him to the floor
as Dreamer rants about Raven getting to face the winner while fresh. A
double powerbomb is enough to pin Richards and get us down to one on one,
sucking some life out of the crowd. Sandman and Terry shake hands then
punch each other in the face, only to have Terry backdrop him out to the
floor and onto Stevie.

We get barbed wire brought in but Terry wraps Sandman’s shirt around his
face and hammers away. The barbed wire is whipped over Sandman’s back to
cut him open, but Sandman wraps it around himself and drops a top rope
legdrop for two. Stevie is still here for some reason as the trashcan is
put over Sandman’s head, setting up a superkick to knock Sandman silly.
Terry adds a moonsault for the pin and the title shot.

Rating: C-. This was the hardcore mess that you have to expect with ECW.
Sandman wasn’t much of a wrestler in the technical sense but the fans
were way into him and he could throw a solid punch. Funk winning was the
best option with Dreamer not being an option, but the fans were WAY
behind Stevie here and an upset wouldn’t have been a terrible idea.

Richards would jump to WCW for a few matches, including this one on
Nitro, August 18, 1997.

Stevie Richards vs. Scotty Riggs



Richards charges to the ring like a maniac. Riggs grabs the wrist to
start before nearly botching a monkey flip. A dropkick puts Richards on
the floor but he rams Scotty’s shoulder into the post to take over. Back
in and a sitout spinebuster gets two for Stevie but Scotty comes back
with some clotheslines. Richards loses his half shirt and gets caught in
a side slam for two. Raven jumps the railing as Stevie hits the Stevie
Kick for the pin.

Rating: D. I guess this was to set up future stuff but that didn’t make
this any easier to get through. Riggs is just not that good and Richards
is a comedy character which doesn’t make for an interesting or good match
at all. Not much to see here but that would be the case for a lot of
Nitro matches.

After a year or so doing nothing of note, it was off to the WWF with one
of Richards first matches taking place on Smackdown, October 14, 1999.

Stevie Richards vs. Val Venis

Richards comes out as Dude Love because he’s a bit out there. Val
counters a monkey flip with a hot shot but walks into a superkick for
two. Back up and Venis slams him down and hits the Money Shot for the pin
in just over a minute.

Richards would become Steven Richards and lead the Right to Censor as a
parody of the PTC. Here he is at Summerslam 2000.

Right to Censor vs. Too Cool/Rikishi

Too Cool and Rikishi are WAY over at this point and even won the tag
titles over the summer. The RTC is Richards/Goodfather/Bull Buchanan at
this point. Some of Goodfather’s former women come out with Rikishi, one
of which would become known as Victoria. It’s a big brawl to start until
we get Scotty pounding on Buchanan. Hotty backflips over Buchanan and
pulls him down before getting two off a high cross body. Off to Sexay for
a double suplex before Goodfather comes in and falls to the floor. He
shoves Victoria down before punching Sexay in the face to take over.

Buchanan gets in some shots of his own and it’s off to Richards for his



cheap shots. A powerbomb gets two and JR sounds stunned. Steven gets
crotched on top and superplexed down allowing for the hot tag to Rikishi.
The fat man cleans house and Victoria throws Richards back in the ring.
The RTC is sent into the corner with Too Cool being launched into all of
them at once, but Bull gets in a quick ax kick to take the Samoan down.
Scotty loads up the Worm but Steven kicks his head off for the pin.

Rating: C. Basic six man tag here to get the crowd going. A fast paced
act like Too Cool and Rikishi is always a great choice to start up a show
as the crowd gets fired up for the entrance and hopefully stays hot for
the rest of the show. The RTC was a fine choice for a heel stable as they
took away what the fans wanted to see and the people were glad to see
them get beaten up.

Another match from No Mercy 2000.

Val Venis/Steven Richards vs. Billy Gunn/Chyna

Steven refers to Gunn as rectally obsessed. That somehow fits.
Who came up with the stupid name? They need to be drug out
into the street and shot. Val and Rikishi start us off which
is as riveting as it sounds. Val punches Chyna on the floor
and  goes  into  the  steps  for  his  troubles.  This  is  going
nowhere fast. I hate that expression but it fits here.

Chyna spins Richards around by the tie. She goes off on him
and the heels are in trouble. Val goes after the arm of Billy
as this is setting new standards for boring. Chyna gets a very
weak tag for the beatdown. Handspring elbow to Val as Billy
helps to beat him up. Pedigree attempt but Eddie comes down to
hit her with the loaded flowers and Val gets the pin.

Rating: F. Sweet GOODNESS this was boring. I get the injury
thing but at the same time this had nothing at all to it. Get
on to the next match please.

The RTC would start going downhill but they had one more decent night at
No Way Out 2001.



Jerry Lawler vs. Steven Richards

Tazz does commentary in Lawler’s place. He’s still a wrestler
so this is a new thing for him. He’s a bit like his normal
commentating self but not all the way yet. Lawler makes a full
entrance despite being at the commentary desk not 2 minutes
ago. We see a clip of the RTC stopping the (XFL’s) Las Vegas
Outlaws  cheerleaders  last  night.  RTC  was  a  parody  of  the
Parents Television Council who got on Vince every 9 seconds
for something he did.

This is the walking definition of a catch your breath match as
the fans need something worthless to bridge the gap from the
war they just saw to the last two matches. Lawler expands his
offense from just punches by adding in rapid fire punches.
This is why it’s great to have someone like Lawler around: you
can throw him in there for something like this and you know
he’s going to at least be passable, especially since he only
wrestles like twice a year so his expectations are very low.

Kat and Ivory go at it for a bit but the distraction allows
Richards to take over. Richards misses a splash in the corner
and Lawler takes over for a bit. Apparently if he wins Kat
gets to lose her clothes. Ivory comes in and Teddy Long takes
FOREVER to get rid of her. Kat tries to hit Richards with
Ivory’s belt but she nails Lawler by mistake for the pin. Kat
has to join RTC now, but she was released in like two weeks,
resulting in Lawler quitting. They were married at the time.

Rating: D. This was pretty weak but at the same time it was
about as good as it was going to get. It was on the level of a
pretty bad TV match but like I said this was designed to just
fill in about 10 minutes so that the fans could breathe a bit.
Nothing special at all but it did its job I guess.

Richards would become his old self around this time and win 21 Hardcore
Titles. We’ll skip past that as there’s almost nothing to talk about most
of the time. Here he is on Raw, January 13, 2003.



Steven Richards vs. Hurricane

Set up earlier, meaning Trish and Victoria are with the guys here.
Steven’s suplex is countered and Hurricane takes him down with a
clothesline. Hurricane hits the Blockbuster (minus most of the flip) and
the Eye of the Hurricane for the pin in less than 90 seconds.

From Raw, September 8, 2003.

Scott Steiner vs. Steven Richards

Somehow Steiner has a job at this point. He also has Stacy who is his
girlfriend/head freak at this point, which would change very soon. This
is angle advancement for Steiner vs. Test, the latter of which is at
ringside here. Richards tries to jump Steiner to start and gets pounded
down in the corner as a result. There’s a clothesline for Richards and
it’s push-up time. Richards gets a boot up in the corner but walks into a
Downward Spiral for the pin. Nothing match here.

One more Raw match on May 3, 2004.

Kane vs. Steven Richards

Chokeslam, pin, 37 seconds.

So it’s pretty clear that a change is in order and thankfully that came
in the form of JBL being a jerk and attacking Blue Meanie for real at One
Night Stand 2005. The result was the BWO getting a PPV match at Great
American Bash 2005.

Mexicools vs. BWO

Oh where do I begin. Ok so the Mexicools are Juvy, Psicosis and Super
Crazy as really stereotypocal Mexicans (ride lawnmowers, carry rakes
etc). The BWO is here because at One Night Stand, JBL legitimately beat
up Blue Meanie. WWE gave Meanie a job for like two months so he didn’t
sue them. This is their only match of note. The BWO comes out on big
wheels for absolutely no apparent reason. American Chopper joke maybe?

Juvy vs. Nova starts us off. Things break down and the BWO takes over.



Psicosis finally hits a corkscrew plancha to take over on Nova. Back to
Juvy as Nova gets beaten down. He Hulks Up (NWO parody remember…..in
2005) and Cole messes up the BWO’s names. Hot tag brings in Richards who
cleans house. Side slam gets two on Psicosis. Everything breaks down and
Crazy hits a moonsault onto Richards followed by a guillotine legdrop by
Psicosis for the pin.

Rating: F. This was on PPV. Once you get that through your heads, you’ll
get why this was a failure.

Richards would be part of the new ECW, including this match on SNME
XXXIII.

Sabu vs. Stevie Richards

And here’s your token ECW match that no one will care about.
This is an extreme rules match thank goodness. Richards is
talented if nothing else. He doesn’t get an entrance though so
there we are. Sabu kind of hits a triple jump moonsault but
kind of doesn’t which is a good result for him. It’s table
time and an Arabian Facebuster later we’re done.

Rating: N/A. Sabu would be gone in a few weeks as Van Dam and
he had gotten caught in the car with the pot and the kettle
and the dinette set.

Here’s a slightly more competitive match on ECW on Sci-Fi, May 15, 2007.

CM Punk vs. Stevie Richards

Richards is very fired up here and Punk has taped up ribs. Punk fires off
some kicks and nails a t-bone suplex for two. Stevie comes back with a
knee to the ribs and rips off the tape to kick at the ribs even more. Off
to a bow and arrow but Punk floats over and gets two off a jackknife
cover. A double stomp to the rips gets two on Punk and we hit the
abdominal stretch. Richards misses a charge in the corner and Punk fires
off his usual kicks and knees but to the back. A neckbreaker out of the
corner gets two and the GTS is good for the pin.

Rating: C. I liked this more than I thought I would as Richards was



thinking out there by going after the injured body part. You would be
surprised how many wrestlers would ignore the big taped up ribs and go
after an arm or a leg. It’s such a basic idea and that’s all you need to
do a lot of the time.

Richards would jump to TNA as a doctor (don’t ask), starting at Victory
Road 2009.

Abyss vs. Stevie Richards

I’m in awe of how stupid this angle and character is but
whatever. Abyss has just started wearing his current entrance
attire that makes him look like a homeless man. Stevie has
some kind of pipe or something and beats on Abyss with it.
They continue to confuse me by calling him Stevie Richards and
acknowledge his background in wrestling.

I’m not even going to rant about how stupid that is but
whatever. Again we’re told how great Abyss can be. And again
we ignore that he’s a former world champion. Are they ashamed
of that or something? They say AJ is a former world champion
here even though he had only won NWA Titles at this point. I
really hate that clapping Abyss does.

It’s stupid when Christian does it but it’s just freaking
idiotic when Abyss does it. We head into the crowd so we can
kill  off  some  time  to  go  along  with  the  brain  cells.
Seriously, what is the appeal of the monster being all child-
like?  Is  that  supposed  to  be  interesting  or  funny  or
something?  I’d  assume  it’s  based  off  of  being  ironic  or
something but in order for irony to work it needs to be
interesting which this just flat out isn’t.

Since it’s TNA, of course Stevie starts bleeding. That’s a
real problem with TNA today: they think blood makes a match
better. Blood can help a match, but only when it’s done both
in moderation as well as properly. TNA has a real issue with
it as they do it so often that it loses all effectiveness. The
fans are insane and rather annoying here, wanting Stevie to



get hurt more and more.

Somewhere a man named Lee is crying. And now it’s chair time
because we need to kill off more time in this match. Just like
the  previous  match,  this  is  a  glorified  squash.  He  pulls
Stevie  up  after  two  from  Shock  Treatment.  Daffney  brings
Stevie a stun gun that he’s used lately. Instead he runs into
a Black Hole Slam. He uses the tazer on him and smoke comes
out of it. There’s the pin and I need a stiff drink.

Rating: D. This was even worse than the previous match as this
one  was  even  more  of  a  squash.  It  was  about  95%  Abyss
dominance which isn’t interesting at all. Then again neither
of these guys are interesting characters so that likely has a
lot to do with it. Richards as a doctor never quite worked.

Time for an ECW reunion show at Hardcore Justice 2010.

PJ Polaco vs. Stevie Richards

Richards has the BWO with them despite not being Big Stevie
Cool here. The fans chant Polaco’s name (Justin Credible which
I’ll be referring to him as) and then Stevie Richards. The
fans want blood and an hour (almost) into it we haven’t had
any. Justin hits a jumping spinning DDT which was one of his
signature moves back in the day at least.

The fake Meanie is one of the Phi Delta Slam guys if anyone
remembers  them.  He’s  a  security  guard  at  times  too.  The
matches here aren’t completely awful but this comes off as so
low rent that it just can’t be taken seriously. And remember,
this is TNA’s PPV offering this month. It’s not like the real
PPV is next week or anything. This is it for August.

And That’s Incredible ends….nothing as Nova jumps up. Stevie
Kick ends this in something that would NEVER have happened in
the original company. The lights go out and Sandman is here to
no music at all. White Russian Leg Sweep and Justin is back up
before like a second. Cane shots put him down again.



Rating: D+. Not too bad here but the booking was just bad. I
know Justin is crap but he was world champion for five months
in the old days while Stevie was billed as a clueless putz.
This didn’t work that well but it could have been FAR worse.
Keep in mind that these grades are on an adjusted scale here
as most of these would be fails or worse.

One final match at Bound For Glory 2010 with Richards as part of EV 2.0.

Fourtune vs. EV 2.0

This is a one ring WarGames match. A man from each team starts
and after a set amount of time (5 minutes I think) there’s a
coin toss and another guy comes in from the winning team. That
goes on for two minutes then a guy from the losing team comes
in. Two more minutes of that and then the winning team gets
the advantage again. Alternate until all 8 are in and then we
lower the roof, complete with weapons. No pins or submissions
until everyone is in.

EV has Dreamer, Sabu, Rhyno, Richards and Raven. Yeah ten
people in there great. Foley is with them. Flair brings out
AJ, Storm, Roode, Kaz and Morgan. Fourtune has the advantage
so screw the coin flip idea. Flair is in an undershirt. Oh
dear.

The old guys go at it before the match starts and we try to
figure out who starts the match. Kaz and Richards to start.
Again Taz wants to say ECW and can’t do it. Kaz beats the heck
out of him to start. And he continues doing so. Well that’s
what you get for sending in Richards as your leadoff man.

Stevie gets a Downward Spiral into a modified Koji Clutch but
AJ comes in seconds later to make it 2-1. Richards is of
course in WAY over his head and gets destroyed. Figure four on
Richards and he’s almost dead. Dreamer is in next. How in the
world is this guy feuding with AJ Styles?

Dreamer spits mist or something at AJ as Richards gets back



into it. All of Fourtune is in blue which is a cool idea I
guess. Roode goes in third as this is going to take awhile to
just get everyone in. Flair punches Dreamer through the camera
hole. I love that thing as it gives you far better shots.

Sabu comes in and hooks a seated crossface chickenwing on AJ
which we’ll call a camel clutch for fun I guess. This is
REALLY  slow  now  with  EV  controlling.  Dreamer  is  bleeding
fairly badly. Storm is in so it’ll be Morgan and Raven or
Rhyno in last. Storm turns the tide and we get BEER MONEY!

With nothing left in the other minute here’s Raven who looks
stupid with blonde hair. He cleans some house and shoves a
snot rag in someone’s face. Ah ok it was Roode. Dreamer gets
his crotch stepped on for fun. Dude seriously, Raven is your
hot tag in essence? Roode is busted open.

Sabu is busted too. Morgan comes in as the final member of
Fourtune. He drills Richards and drills Sabu back first into
the  cage.  Dreamer  takes  the  elbows  in  the  corner  as  the
advantage does the same thing it’s done the whole time so far.
Raven is bleeding too so every member of EV who is in the
match is busted.

Big Gore to Storm and here comes the roof. This is where the
advantage is supposed to come for EV I guess. Flair and Foley
get into it of course as is their custom. EV takes over and
there are bigger weapons on top of the cage such as a table, a
ladder and something else that I can’t make out.

Raven and Morgan beat the tar out of each other as EV is
mostly in control. Morgan goes for the Carbon Footprint and
misses, hitting the door which doesn’t move at all. Kaz gets
drilled into the door and there it goes. Richards and Kaz go
up and we set up the ladder up there. This always scared the
living heck out of me.

Sabu dives through the door to take out Morgan and maybe
Storm. Richards sets up the table on top of the cage and Kaz



goes up the ladder and here’s Kendrick on top of the cage too.
Kaz  goes  through  the  table  and  Kendrick  appears  to  be
meditating or something. In the ring Dreamer drills AJ in the
leg and drops him on a chair, winning the match. Yes, EV won
the match and everything seems to be fine with it. WELL OF
COURSE THEY ARE.

Rating: D+. Not much here as there were a lot of very slow
spots. Also the Kendrick thing just did nothing for it. The
weapons were ok but the ending felt kind of tacked on. This
never got to the level that they wanted it to get to and that
hurt it a lot. This was one of the weaker matches they’ve done
with this gimmick and I think a lot of that is due to the
participants. Oh yeah. DID I MENTION EV 2.0 JUST FREAKING BEAT
FOURTUNE and that TOMMY DREAMER PINNED AJ FREAKING STYLES???
And people wonder why this company can’t be taken seriously.

I’m going to wrap it up there because I don’t think I can manage to sit
through Stevie Richards as champion of an ECW tribute promotion. Richards
is a guy whose athletic abilities are underrated but his comedy stuff
more than makes up for it. He’s a talented guy and found his niche as a
goofy lackey to someone like Raven. The guy is good and nailed the role
he was given most of the time.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book of
1997 WCW Monday Nitro Reviews at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NPPH0WI

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NPPH0WI
http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

